STUDENT FEE ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
AGENDA
April 17, 2020 – 3:00 PM – 5:00 PM
Via Zoom Web Conference

1. Approval of draft minutes from February 28, 2020 – Attachment A

2. Category III Fee Action Requests – tabled from 2/28/2020

   College of Liberal & Creative Arts
   School of Art
   • Art 555 – New Fee

   School of Design
   • DES 226 – New Fee
   • DES 360 – Fee Adjustment
   • DES 460 – Fee Adjustment
   • DES 560 – Fee Adjustment

   College of Science and Engineering
   Biology Department
   • MSCI 306 – New Fee

   School of Engineering
   • ENGR 357 – Fee Adjustment
   • ENGR 453 – Fee Adjustment
   • ENGR 445 – Fee Adjustment
   • ENGR 301 – Fee Adjustment
   • ENGR 206 – Fee Adjustment
   • ENGR 200 – New Fee
   • ENGR 463 – New Fee
   • ENGR 464 – New Fee
   • ENGR 430 – New Fee

3. Instructionally Related Activities Fee Budget Request Guidelines
   • “IRA funding will not be granted to support Department nor College laboratories.” The advisory board asks that the committee please define *laboratories*

4. SFAC Public Comment Policy Draft – 1st Reading tabled from 2/28/2020

5. Authority of the Student Fee Advisory Committee – discussion item
   • Question: Shall it be the policy of San Francisco State University that the establishment or adjustment of Category IV fees be subject to review and recommendation by the Student Fee Advisory Committee?